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Abstract 

The internship report is based on my experience of training and working at Corexlab Limited. I 

worked there as an “Intern Content Writer.” The paper highlights everything I have done, things 

I have learned, problems I faced, and how I overcame them during my internship program. I 

gained insight into my corporate career, learned about corporate etiquette, and more. It serves as 

a testament to the practical knowledge and growth I have achieved, making this internship an 

invaluable chapter in my professional development. I have learned about SEO content writing in 

detail, which is a very sustainable skill in today’s modern world. Content writing is a vast field 

where everyone has huge opportunities for growth. The field is equally suitable for both males 

and females. I had some ideas about this field but wanted to explore it. This internship program 

gave me the opportunity. Now, I have a thorough knowledge and practical experience in writing 

web content, and I am hopeful to build a potential career.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

'Working with great people makes you great; you learn a lot, and it also gives you the experience and 

confidence to move on with your own career. ' – Nas. 

Experience in the work field is invaluable, as it equips individuals with practical knowledge. It enhances 

one's ability to adapt to diverse challenges and make informed decisions. Internship offers students the 

opportunity to gain work experience, which helps them to have a swift transition from their student life to 

professional life.  

1.1: What is internship: 

An internship is a structured and temporary work experience that helps students in many ways. It serves as a 

practical training opportunity where the intern gains hands-on experience in a specific field, industry, or 

profession. Internships are designed to supplement academic learning with real-world applications.  

1.2: Benefits of internship program: 

Being a student in the English Department, I always enjoyed writing. Therefore, when I was offered the 

course titled “Project Paper with Internship,” I wanted to work as a content writer. I got an internship 

opportunity at Corexlab Limited, a software company in Bangladesh. My three-month internship in Content 

Writing at Corexlab Limited has been a transformative experience.  

During the internship program, I got to do all kinds of writing, like creating blog posts and making marketing 

materials. This made me better at expressing ideas clearly and convincingly in writing. I also discovered how 

important it is to make sure that what I write can be found on the internet. This involved learning about 

keywords and how search engines work. I also learned how to keep a consistent style when writing for 

different businesses. Working with the team at Corexlab Limited was a big part of my journey. I got to see 

how good writing can help businesses connect with their customers and succeed. I discovered what a 

powerful tool writing is for businesses!  
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This experience has given me a strong foundation for my future in writing. In this report, I will share things I 

have learned, the problems I faced, and how they can help others who are starting their own adventure in 

writing.  
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Chapter 2: Objectives 

"In the absence of clearly defined goals, we become strangely loyal to performing daily acts of trivia." — 

Robert Heinlein. 

Objectives provide a clear direction and help individuals and organizations focus their efforts and resources 

toward specific, measurable goals and increase productivity. I also had several goals and objectives to 

achieve from this internship. My objectives included: 

● I wanted to learn and master SEO fundamentals, including on-page and off-page optimization 

techniques, to improve the visibility of our content in search engine results. 

● I aimed to become proficient in keyword research, identify relevant and high-impact keywords that 

would enhance our content's performance and search engine rankings. 

● My other goal was to consistently produce high-quality content that not only satisfied SEO 

requirements.  

● I sought to use SEO tools effectively, such as Google Analytics and SEMrush, to track and analyze 

content performance 

● I strived to adapt to different content formats, including blog posts, infographics, videos, and social 

media 

● I wanted to participate in content promotion efforts, using social media, email marketing, and other 

channels to maximize the reach and impact of our content. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

The term “methodology” has been used in this paper to describe the activities I have gone through to 

complete the internship program. These activities have been demonstrated in a chronological order. 

3.1 Looking for an internship: 

The process of this course started with finding an internship opportunity for ourselves. Every student has to 

find a suitable internship program opportunity for themselves. Our teachers have prepared us in the last four 

years with such care so that we can be confident about our abilities and can manage this by ourselves.  

Earlier, I had a course named “Employability 360” where I learned about preparing resumes, and writing 

cover letters. We were also trained on how to do well in interviews through mockup interview sessions. 

Though I was anxious, there was no lack of confidence in men. I looked on different platforms for 

opportunities and applied. Different students find their internship opportunity in different ways. My 

opportunity came through LinkedIn, where I applied for the “Content Writing Internship Program” and got 

called up for an interview.  

 

3.2 The interview session: 

On July 25th, I received a call from the HR assistant of Corexlab Limited. She informed me that I was 

shortlisted to attend an interview for the internship opportunity. I was both worried and excited at the same 

time. It was my first real and professional interview. I went there well-prepared and on time.  

The interviewer board had the CEO of the company, Md. Razu Ahammed Molla, the HR manager and the 

senior content writer and operation manager. They first asked me about myself, where I described myself, 

and hinted about my passion for writing.  

They expressed their hope for me as they believed in the popularity of my university, Daffodil International 

University. The interview went very well for me. I was confident and clear about my answers. They assured 

me that someone from the company would contact me soon.  
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3.3 Internship placement process: 

On 30th July, I received an email stating that I was elected for the internship program. Later, I also received 

a phone call for confirmation of my joining. Since it was a part of my academic curriculum, I needed to 

collect a recommendation letter from the head of my department.  

Before joining the program, I had to submit some other papers. There were two other students from other 

universities. We were taken as interns under the supervision of the senior content writer and operation 

manager, Md. Farhan Noor.  

3.4 Duration of internship 

The internship program had a three-month duration. It started on the 1st of August and ended on 30 October. 

During the internship program, I had to work five days a week.  

3.5 Remuneration 

The internship program was fully unpaid as it was more of a training program for us.  
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Chapter 4: Organization Details 

Organization name : Corexlab LImited 

Address : House 613, Flat 7/D, 1216 Begum Rokea Sarani, Dhaka 1216 

Founded in : 2018\ 

CEO : Md. Razu Ahammed Molla 

Industry : Software Development 

Website : https://www.corexlab.com/ 

LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/company/corexlab/ 

Employees : 25 

Corexlab Limited is a multinational company that has office both in Bangladesh and in Australia. It was 

launched in 2018 and run by the founder and CEO, Md. 

Razu Ahammed Molla. The company is well-known for 

creating SAAS products both in the local and 

international markets. Besides SAAS, it has also worked on developing web applications, mobile applications, 

blockchain, ecommerce websites, etc. 

I got an internship opportunity at the Bangladesh office, which is situated at Mirpur 10. This branch has 25 

permanent employees, along with several interns who work here to hone their skills and become a part of the 

company. The company has a valuation of nearly $2 million USD. Corexlab is a certified member of BASIS. 

Md. Razu Ahammed Molla, the CEO of the company, was also nominated as an executing member of the 

BASIS. 

https://www.corexlab.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/corexlab/
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The company currently has 15 developers, 4 designers, 4 content writers, and 2 admin personnel. Everybody 

here works spontaneously, in a friendly environment. The company regularly offers work opportunities to 

fresh graduates, and helps them to grow their career.  
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Chapter 5: Internship Activity 

My three-month stay at Corexlab Limited was eventful. I learned a lot of things during the internship period. 

Though it is close to impossible to master SEO Content Writing in three months, I have at least learned the 

basic things. By the end of the internship, a few of my articles were even published.  

5.1 My main activities  

As an intern, my primary objective was to learn. To do so, I had to do different things, for example: 

1. I attended several training session conducted by my supervisor at Corexlab Limited.  

2.  I had to read articles every day to stay updated with industry trends and gain insights into effective 

writing techniques. 

3. I conducted extensive keyword research to identify relevant and high-impact keywords for content 

optimization. 

4.  I applied SEO techniques to existing content, enhancing its visibility in search engine results. 

5. During my internship, I actively participated in training sessions. These sessions were essential for 

staying updated on the latest content writing and SEO trends. 

6. Homework assignments were a vital part of my internship. These tasks involved further research, 

practical exercises, and sometimes, creative writing projects. Homework helped reinforce what I 

learned during training sessions. 

7. I analyzed competitors' content strategies to identify areas for improvement and innovation. 

8. Researching the target audience was also a major task of my daily activities.  

9. Watching videos made by industry experts was also part of my activity. Watching expert videos 

allowed me to expand my knowledge and apply new skills to my daily tasks. 

10. I applied SEO techniques to existing content, enhancing its visibility in search engine results. 

11. Finally, I was assigned to write SEO articles on my own which are published in the official website 

of Corexlab Limited.  
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12. I worked closely with the team to brainstorm ideas and refine content strategies, fostering a 

collaborative environment. 

5.2: Problems I faced 

As I mentioned earlier, I always enjoyed writing. This influenced me to do my internship in SEO content 

writing. However, after joining as an intern, I could see that there was a vast gap between academic and SEO 

writings. As a result, I faced several problems. Here are some of the common problems that I faced during 

my internship period: 

Transitioning from academic writing to SEO article writing as an intern was quite the journey. One of the 

major hurdles was learning to integrate keywords effectively.  In academic writing, the emphasis was on 

depth and clarity of ideas, not on optimizing content for search engines. 

The structure difference was another thing that I faced many problems with. In academic writing, In 

academia, essays and papers followed a specific format, but in SEO writing, I had to adapt to a more 

structured layout with headings, subheadings, tables, and bullet points. 

Research was yet another adjustment. Academic research often involved scholarly sources and in-depth 

analysis, while SEO content required quick web-based research to stay current with ever-changing trends. 

I had to get acquainted with various SEO tools like keyword research, analytics, and content management 

systems. Learning to use these tools effectively was challenging for me initially. Last but not least, I had to 

shift my perspective from measuring success based on academic grades to evaluating the impact of my work 

on website traffic and engagement. This was a new challenge for me. As in academic writing, we do not have 

to think about attracting more people to read our writing. This was a constant pressure on me that took much 

time for me to handle.  

5.3: How I overcame these problems 

Overcoming these challenges in my journey from academic writing to SEO content writing was a process 

that took time, effort, and a good deal of learning. I continuously discussed with my mentor, watched 

YouTube videos, read articles online, and also discussed with my fellow interns.  
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 I started by studying how to use keywords effectively. It involved finding the right words that people use to 

search and then naturally. I used to spend much time thinking about how to incorporate keywords with 

context in my article.  

To get used to the new structure, I used templates and guidelines provided by my employer. It made 

organizing my content a lot simpler. I soon found myself adapting to this new style effortlessly. Quick online 

research became a habit. I learned to find reliable sources fast and pick out the most important information. 

This was like speed-reading the internet! 

Shifting my tone to a more reader-friendly style meant writing as if I was explaining something to a friend. It 

made the content more engaging and relatable.Learning to use SEO tools was like learning a new software 

program. I watched tutorials, practiced a lot, and gradually became comfortable with these handy tools. This 

is how I became a beginner level SEO content writer and successfully completed my internship.  

5.4 A breakdown of my activity’s week by week 

During my 12 weeks internship period, I went through a systematic approach to hone my writing skill. I 

learned new things every week. The following tables states the things I have learned chronologically: 

 

Week Topic Sub-Topics Description 

1 
Introduction to Content 

Writing 

Content types and 

their purposes 

Basics of content writing, understanding the 

target audience, and tone. 
Writing styles  

Audience analysis 

2 SEO Fundamentals 

On-page vs. off-page 

SEO 

Importance of SEO in content, keyword 

research, and on-page optimization. 

Keyword tools and 

research techniques  

Optimizing meta 

descriptions 

3 Blog Writing 

Blog post structure 
Crafting engaging blog posts, structuring, and 

best practices. 
Effective storytelling 
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Writing for different 

niches 

4 Copywriting Essentials 

Persuasive writing 

technique 

Creating compelling copy for advertisements 

and marketing materials. 
Call-to-action (CTA) 

creation 

Ad copywriting 

5 Research Techniques 

Online research tools 

Effective research strategies, credible sources, 

and fact-checking. 

Primary vs. 

secondary research  

Evaluating source 

credibility 

6 
Grammar and 

Proofreading 

Common grammar 

errors 

Grammar rules, common mistakes, and 

proofreading techniques. 

Punctuation and 

syntax 

Proofreading 

checklist 

7 Social Media Content 

Crafting engaging 

captions 

Writing content for social platforms, including 

captions and hashtags. 
Hashtag strategies 

Visual content on 

social media 

8 Email Marketing Content 

Email campaign 

components 

Crafting effective email campaigns and 

newsletters. 

Segmentation and 

personalization 

Measuring email 

campaign success 

9 Content Strategy 

Creating content 

calendars 

Developing a content strategy, content 

calendars, and planning. 
Content distribution 

strategy  

Analytics and KPIs 
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10 Content Editing 

Style guides and 

consistency  

Editing for clarity, coherence, and style. Collaborative editing 

Feedback and 

revisions 

11 Guest Blogging 

Outreach and guest 

post pitches 

Writing for other websites and guest posting 

guidelines. 

Guest posting 

etiquette  

Building a guest 

posting portfolio 

12 

Writing contents for the 

official website of the 

company 

n/a 

Writing SEO articles for the website of the 

company following the instructions I have 

been taught throughout my internship period.  

 

This 3-month internship period taught me a lot of things. I can now create effective contents that can add 

value to a website. Additionally, I learned the importance of a systematic approach to learn new skills. All 

my activities were organized as per the rule of the company. I had to submit daily goals, reports, and overall 

feedback of my activities. It was mandatory for me to submit a weekly report to my supervisor, as well as to 

the HR.  
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Chapter 6: Limitation of the Study 

Though I tried to be fully transparent about my internship program in this article, there are some factors that 

might have forced some limitations in this project paper.  

Firstly, there was a lack of time. I could only work as an intern for three months. Three months is not enough 

time to gain proper knowledge on SEO writing. Therefore, the project paper can have information that is not 

100% accurate as I am still new in this field.  

Secondly, in SEO writing, there are no universal rules or patterns. Different SEO experts follow different 

patterns and they work for them. Therefore, it is difficult to define various aspects of SEO writings in plain 

words.  

Finally, the information presented in this paper is mostly based on my personal information. There can be 

different perspectives, and interpretations from my writings. Overall, I was unbiased, honest, and transparent 

while writing this paper. I hope this paper will be helpful for students who want to make the jump to SEO 

content writing.  
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Chapter 7: Observation and Findings 

During the internship period, I observed several differences between academic and SEO web content writing. 

The two types of writings are much different from each other. I have arranged 

7.1 Differences between academic and SEO content writing 

From my real-life experience, I drew some basic differences between the two types of writings. I believe this 

will help other students to decide whether content writing will be a suitable skill for them to master: 

Aspect Academic Writing SEO Content Writing 

Audience Professors, academicians 

Online readers, potential 

customers 

Purpose Inform, educate Attract, engage, and convert 

Tone Formal, scholarly Informal, reader-friendly 

Structure Essays, research papers 

Headings, subheadings, bullet 

points 

Keyword Usage Not a primary concern Strategic keyword integration 

Research In-depth, scholarly sources Quick web-based research 

Plagiarism Citation is essential Focus on unique content 

Tools and Software Minimal use 

SEO tools, content 

management systems 

Guidelines and Deadlines 

Few specific guidelines, 

flexible deadlines 

Specific client guidelines, 

often tight deadlines 
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Measuring Success Academic grades 

Website traffic, engagement 

metrics 

Adaptation to Trends Rarely necessary 

Frequent adaptation to SEO 

algorithm changes 

 

7.2 SWOT Analysis 

This section of the chapter is based on SWOT analysis of the institution Corexlab Limited: 

1. Strengths: 

● Corexlab Limited is run by a skillful leader, who understand his role and business very well.  

● All the employee of the company is highly dedicated to the company.  

● The company maintains a friendly environment inside the building. Everyone is highly 

cooperative.  

● It offers opportunities to fresh graduates and helps them grow by working under the 

supervision of experts.  

● The company has a team of skillful workers who know their role almost to the perfection.  

● The company has a good career to offer if anyone is willing to grow their career here 

2. Weakness 

● Some members are not much caring about the discipline and no one has to answer for this, 

● The office does not have a recreation room, which could contirbute to the productivity of the 

employees.  

3. Opportunities 

● Being a software development company, Corexlab Limited has huge potential 

● The company is also registered in Australia, which can have it more popularity in the industry 

● Since the CEO is currently in Austrlia and is trying to find newer projects there, the company 

has a huge chance to get a multi-million dollar project very soon.  
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4. Threats: 

● As the CEO is residing in Australia, employees often take advantage of his absence. This can 

lead to some major consequences. 
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Chapter 8: Recommendation 

The following section expresses the recommendations I have to the organzation.  

To Corexlab Limited: 

● Interns should be treated with more priority. Though they are treated with respect and do not suffer 

from bullying, they should be given more time to train, and learn. Investing more time in them will 

help them to become a skilled writer and can also contribute to the growth of the company.  

● Internship program could be held online. It will help more students participate in such programs and 

learn such important and valuable skills.  

● Since the internship program is only about three months in length, the syllabus can be shortened. The 

time is not enough to learn all the things perfectly.  

To My University: 

• The primary focus of our curriculum is mostly on academic writing. Technical writing like SEO 

content writing should be considered to be included into the syllabus.  

• University should align with industry trends and employer expectations, as many businesses seek 

technical writers to bridge the gap between experts and end-users. 
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Chapter 9: Conclusion 

Practical experience and academic experience are connected with each other. Academic education prepares 

us for the work field, while internship programs give us real life experience. The exploration of the SEO 

content writing internship experience has opened many new opportunities for me. I gained insights and 

learned about the opportunity of this skill which gave me confidence. The insights gained during this 

internship are not only academically enriching but also deeply practical and applicable in today's digital age. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 'Working with great people makes you great; you learn a lot, and it 

also gives you the experience and confidence to move on with your own career. ' – Nas. 

Experience in the work field is invaluable, as it equips individuals with practical knowledge. It 

enhances one's ability to adapt to diverse challenges and make informed decisions. Internship 

offers students the opportunity to gain work experience, which helps them to have a swift 

transition from their student life to professional life. 1.1: What is internship: An internship is a 

structured and temporary work experience that helps students in many ways. It serves as a 

practical training opportunity where the intern gains hands-on experience in a specific field, 

industry, or profession. Internships are designed to supplement academic learning with real- 

world applications. 1.2: Benefits of internship program: Being a student in the English 

Department, I always enjoyed writing. Therefore, when I was offered the course titled “Project 

Paper with Internship,” I wanted to work as a content writer. I got an internship opportunity at 

Corexlab Limited, a software company in Bangladesh. My three- month internship in Content 

Writing at Corexlab Limited has been a transformative experience. During the internship 

program, I got to do all kinds of writing, like creating blog posts and making marketing 

materials. This made me better at expressing ideas clearly and convincingly in writing. I also 

discovered how important it is to make sure that what I write can be found on the internet. 

This involved learning about keywords and how search engines work. I also learned how to 

keep a consistent style when writing for different businesses. Working with the team at 

Corexlab Limited was a big part of my journey. I got to see how good writing can help 

businesses connect with their customers and succeed. I discovered what a powerful tool 

writing is for businesses! This experience has given me a strong foundation for my future in 

writing. In this report, I will share things I have learned, the problems I faced, and how they 

can help others who are starting their own adventure in writing. Chapter 2: Objectives "In the 

absence of clearly defined goals, we become strangely loyal to performing daily acts of trivia." 
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enhance our content's performance and search engine rankings. ● My other goal was to 

consistently produce high-quality content that not only satisfied SEO requirements. ● I sought 

to use SEO tools effectively, such as Google Analytics and SEMrush, to track and analyze 

content performance ● I strived to adapt to different content formats, including blog posts, 

infographics, videos, and social media ● I wanted to participate in content promotion efforts, 

using social media, email marketing, and other channels to maximize the reach and impact of 

our content. Chapter 3: Methodology The term “methodology” has been used in this paper to 

describe the activities I have gone through to complete the internship program. These 

activities have been demonstrated in a chronological order. 3.1 Looking for an internship: The 

process of this course started with finding an internship opportunity for ourselves. Every 

student has to find a suitable internship program opportunity for themselves. Our teachers 

have prepared us in the last four years with such care so that we can be confident about our 

abilities and can manage this by ourselves. Earlier, I had a course named “Employability 360” 

where I learned about preparing resumes, and writing cover letters. We were also trained on 

how to do well in interviews through mockup interview sessions. Though I was anxious, there 

was no lack of confidence in men. I looked on different platforms for opportunities and applied. 

Different students find their internship opportunity in different ways. My opportunity came 

through LinkedIn, where I applied for the “Content Writing Internship Program” and got called 

up for an interview. 3.2 The interview session: On July 25th, I received a call from the HR 

assistant of Corexlab Limited. She informed me that I was shortlisted to attend an interview 

for the internship opportunity. I was both worried and excited at the same time. It was my first 

real and professional interview. I went there well- prepared and on time. 4 © Daffodil 

International University The interviewer board had the CEO of the company, Md. Razu 

Ahammed Molla, the HR manager and the senior content writer and operation manager. They 

first asked me about myself, where I described myself, and hinted about my passion for 

writing. They expressed their hope for me as they believed in the popularity of my university, 

Daffodil International University. The interview went very well for me. I was confident and 

clear about my answers. They assured me that someone from the company would contact me 

soon. 3.3 Internship placement process: On 30th July, I received an email stating that I was 

elected for the internship program. Later, I also received a phone call for confirmation of my 

joining. Since it was a part of my academic curriculum, I needed to collect a recommendation 

letter from the head of my department. Before joining the program, I had to submit some 

other papers. There were two other students from other universities. We were taken as interns 

under the supervision of the senior content writer and operation manager, Md. Farhan Noor. 

3.4 Duration of internship The internship program had a three-month duration. It started on 

the 1st of August and ended on 30 October. During the internship program, I had to work five 

days a week. 3.5 Remuneration The internship program was fully unpaid as it was more of a 

training program for us. Chapter 4: Organization Details Organization name : Corexlab LImited 

Address : House 613, Flat 7/D, 1216 Begum Rokea Sarani, Dhaka 1216 Founded in : 2018\ 

CEO : Md. Razu Ahammed Molla Industry : Software Development Website : 

https://www.corexlab.com/ LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/company/corexlab/ 

Employees : 25 Corexlab Limited is a multinational company that has office both in Bangladesh 

and in Australia. It was launched in 2018 and run by the founder and CEO, Md. Razu Ahammed 

Molla. The company is well-known for creating SAAS products both in the local and 

international markets. Besides SAAS, it has also worked on developing web applications, 

mobile applications, blockchain, ecommerce websites, etc. I got an internship opportunity at 

the Bangladesh office, which is situated at Mirpur 10. This branch has 25 permanent 

employees, along with several interns who work here to hone their skills and become a part of 

the company. The company has a valuation of nearly $2 million USD. Corexlab is a certified 

member of BASIS. Md. Razu Ahammed Molla, the CEO of the company, was also nominated as 

an executing member of the BASIS. The company currently has 15 developers, 4 designers, 4 

content writers, and 2 admin personnel. Everybody here works spontaneously, in a friendly 

environment. The company regularly offers work opportunities to fresh graduates, and helps 

them to grow their career. Chapter 5: Internship Activity My three-month stay at Corexlab 

Limited was eventful. I learned a lot of things during the internship period. Though it is close 

to impossible to master SEO Content Writing in three months, I have at least learned the basic 

things. By the end of the internship, a few of my articles were even published. 5.1 My main 

activities As an intern, my primary objective was to learn. To do so, I had to do different 

things, for example: 1. I attended several training session conducted by my supervisor at 

Corexlab Limited. 2. I had to read articles every day to stay updated with industry trends and 

gain insights into effective writing techniques. 3. I conducted extensive keyword research to 

identify relevant and high-impact keywords for content optimization. 4. I applied SEO 

techniques to existing content, enhancing its visibility in search engine results. 5. During my 

internship, I actively participated in training sessions. These sessions were essential for staying 

updated on the latest content writing and SEO trends. 6. Homework assignments were a vital 

part of my internship. These tasks involved further research, practical exercises, and 

sometimes, creative writing projects. Homework helped reinforce what I learned during 

training sessions. 7. I analyzed competitors' content strategies to identify areas for 

http://www.corexlab.com/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/corexlab/
http://www.linkedin.com/company/corexlab/
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improvement and innovation. 8 © Daffodil International University 8. Researching the target 

audience was also a major task of my daily activities. 9. Watching videos made by industry 

experts was also part of my activity. Watching expert videos allowed me to expand my 

knowledge and apply new skills to my daily tasks. 10. I applied SEO techniques to existing 

content, enhancing its visibility in search engine results. 11. Finally, I was assigned to write 

SEO articles on my own which are published in the official website of Corexlab Limited. 12. I 

worked closely with the team to brainstorm ideas and refine content strategies, fostering a 

collaborative environment. 5.2: Problems I faced As I mentioned earlier, I always enjoyed 

writing. This influenced me to do my internship in SEO content writing. However, after joining 

as an intern, I could see that there was a vast gap between academic and SEO writings. As a 

result, I faced several problems. Here are some of the common problems that I faced during 

my internship period: Transitioning from academic writing to SEO article writing as an intern 

was quite the journey. One of the major hurdles was learning to integrate keywords effectively. 

In academic writing, the emphasis was on depth and clarity of ideas, not on optimizing content 

for search engines. The structure difference was another thing that I faced many problems 

with. In academic writing, In academia, essays and papers followed a specific format, but in 

SEO writing, I had to adapt to a more structured layout with headings, subheadings, tables, 

and bullet points. Research was yet another adjustment. Academic research often involved 

scholarly sources and in-depth analysis, while SEO content required quick web-based research 

to stay current with ever-changing trends. 9 © Daffodil International University I had to get 

acquainted with various SEO tools like keyword research, analytics, and content management 

systems. Learning to use these tools effectively was challenging for me initially. Last but not 

least, I had to shift my perspective from measuring success based on academic grades to 

evaluating the impact of my work on website traffic and engagement. This was a new 

challenge for me. As in academic writing, we do not have to think about attracting more people 

to read our writing. This was a constant pressure on me that took much time for me to handle. 

5.3: How I overcame these problems Overcoming these challenges in my journey from 

academic writing to SEO content writing was a process that took time, effort, and a good deal 

of learning. I continuously discussed with my mentor, watched YouTube videos, read articles 

online, and also discussed with my fellow interns. I started by studying how to use keywords 

effectively. It involved finding the right words that people use to search and then naturally. I 

used to spend much time thinking about how to incorporate keywords with context in my 

article. To get used to the new structure, I used templates and guidelines provided by my 

employer. It made organizing my content a lot simpler. I soon found myself adapting to this 

new style effortlessly. Quick online research became a habit. I learned to find reliable sources 

fast and pick out the most important information. This was like speed-reading the internet! 

Shifting my tone to a more reader-friendly style meant writing as if I was explaining something 

to a friend. It made the content more engaging and relatable.Learning to use SEO tools was 

like learning a new software program. I watched tutorials, practiced a lot, and gradually 

became comfortable with these handy tools. This is how I became a beginner level SEO 

content writer and successfully completed my internship. 10 © Daffodil International University 

5.4 A breakdown of my activity’s week by week During my 12 weeks internship period, I went 

through a systematic approach to hone my writing skill. I learned new things every week. The 

following tables states the things I have learned chronologically: Week Topic Sub-Topics 

Description 1 Introduction to Content Writing Content types and their purposes Writing styles 

Audience analysis Basics of content writing, understanding the target audience, and tone. 2 

SEO Fundamentals On-page vs. off- page SEO Keyword tools and research techniques 

Optimizing meta descriptions Importance of SEO in content, keyword research, and on-page 

optimization. 3 Blog Writing Blog post structure Effective storytelling Writing for different 

niches Crafting engaging blog posts, structuring, and best practices. 4 Copywriting Essentials 

Persuasive writing technique Call-to-action (CTA) creation Ad copywriting Creating compelling 

copy for advertisements and marketing materials. 5 Research Techniques Online research tools 

Primary vs. secondary research Effective research strategies, credible sources, and fact- 

checking. Evaluating source credibility 6 Grammar and Proofreading Common grammar errors 

Punctuation and syntax Proofreading checklist Grammar rules, common mistakes, and 

proofreading techniques. 7 Social Media Content Crafting engaging captions Hashtag strategies 

Visual content on social media Writing content for social platforms, including captions and 

hashtags. 8 Email Marketing Content Email campaign components Segmentation and 

personalization Measuring email campaign success Crafting effective email campaigns and 

newsletters. 9 Content Strategy Creating content calendars Content distribution strategy 

Analytics and KPIs Developing a content strategy, content calendars, and planning. 10 Content 

Editing Style guides and consistency Collaborative editing Feedback and revisions Editing for 

clarity, coherence, and style. 11 Guest Blogging Outreach and guest post pitches Writing for 

other websites and guest posting guidelines. Guest posting etiquette Building a guest posting 

portfolio 12 Writing contents for the official website of the company n/a Writing SEO articles 

for the website of the company following the instructions I have been taught throughout my 

internship period. This 3-month internship period taught me a lot of things. I can now create 

effective contents that can add value to a website. Additionally, I learned the importance of a 
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systematic approach to learn new skills. All my activities were organized as per the rule of the 

company. I had to submit daily goals, reports, and overall feedback of my activities. It was 

mandatory for me to submit a weekly report to my supervisor, as well as to the HR. Chapter 6: 

Limitation of the Study Though I tried to be fully transparent about my internship program in 

this article, there are some factors that might have forced some limitations in this project 

paper. Firstly, there was a lack of time. I could only work as an intern for three months. Three 

months is not enough time to gain proper knowledge on SEO writing. Therefore, the project 

paper can have information that is not 100% accurate as I am still new in this field. Secondly, 

in SEO writing, there are no universal rules or patterns. Different SEO experts follow different 

patterns and they work for them. Therefore, it is difficult to define various aspects of SEO 

writings in plain words. Finally, the information presented in this paper is mostly based on my 

personal information. There can be different perspectives, and interpretations from my 

writings. Overall, I was unbiased, honest, and transparent while writing this paper. I hope this 

paper will be helpful for students who want to make the jump to SEO content writing. Chapter 

7: Observation and Findings During the internship period, I observed several differences 

between academic and SEO web content writing. The two types of writings are much different 

from each other. I have arranged 7.1 Differences between academic and SEO content writing 

From my real-life experience, I drew some basic differences between the two types of writings. 

I believe this will help other students to decide whether content writing will be a suitable skill  

for them to master: Aspect Academic Writing SEO Content Writing Audience Professors, 

academicians Online readers, potential customers Purpose Inform, educate Attract, engage, 

and convert Tone Formal, scholarly Informal, reader-friendly Structure Essays, research papers 

Headings, subheadings, bullet points Keyword Usage Not a primary concern Strategic keyword 

integration Research In-depth, scholarly sources Quick web-based research Plagiarism Citation 

is essential Focus on unique content Tools and Software Minimal use SEO tools, content 

management systems Guidelines and Deadlines Few specific guidelines, flexible deadlines 

Specific client guidelines, often tight deadlines Measuring Success Academic grades Website 

traffic, engagement metrics Adaptation to Trends Rarely necessary Frequent adaptation to SEO 

algorithm changes 7.2 SWOT Analysis This section of the chapter is based on SWOT analysis of 

the institution Corexlab Limited: 1. Strengths: ● Corexlab Limited is run by a skillful leader, 

who understand his role and business very well. ● All the employee of the company is highly 

dedicated to the company. ● The company maintains a friendly environment inside the 

building. Everyone is highly cooperative. ● It offers opportunities to fresh graduates and helps 

them grow by working under the supervision of experts. ● The company has a team of skillful 

workers who know their role almost to the perfection. ● The company has a good career to 

offer if anyone is willing to grow their career here 2. Weakness ● Some members are not much 

caring about the discipline and no one has to answer for this, ● The office does not have a 

recreation room, which could contirbute to the productivity of the employees. 3. Opportunities 

● Being a software development company, Corexlab Limited has huge potential ● The company is also 

registered in Australia, which can have it more popularity in the industry ● Since the CEO is currently in 

Austrlia and is trying to find newer projects there, the company has a huge chance to get a multi-million 

dollar project very soon. 4. Threats: ● As the CEO is residing in Australia, employees often take advantage 

of his absence. This can lead to some major consequences. Chapter 8: Recommendation The following 

section expresses the recommendations I have to the organzation. To Corexlab Limited: ● Interns should be 

treated with more priority. Though they are treated with respect and do not suffer from bullying, they should 

be given more time to train, and learn. Investing more time in them will help them to become a skilled writer 

and can also contribute to the growth of the company. ● Internship program could be held online. It will help 

more students participate in such programs and learn such important and valuable skills. ● Since the 

internship program is only about three months in length, the syllabus can be shortened. The time is not 

enough to learn all the things perfectly. To My University: • The primary focus of our curriculum is mostly on 

academic writing. Technical writing like SEO content writing should be considered to be included into the 

syllabus. • University should align with industry trends and employer expectations, as many  businesses 

seek technical writers to bridge the gap between experts and end-users. Chapter 9: Conclusion Practical 

experience and academic experience are connected with each other. Academic education prepares us for 

the work field, while internship programs give us real life experience. The exploration of the SEO content 

writing internship experience has opened many new opportunities for me. I gained insights and learned 

about the opportunity of this skill which gave me confidence. The insights gained during this internship are 

not only academically enriching but also deeply practical and applicable in today's digital age. Chapter 10: 
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